
From Beautiful Unique Girl

The Sound of Hope:  
The Ernesto Pinto Story  
by Paul Boge
Abandoned as a boy. Sidetracked 
by pleasure as a youth. Then 
Ernesto gave his life to Christ and 
God used him to share the Gospel 
through media with the entire 
Spanish-speaking world. Read 
this fascinating story of a global 
ministry, told one encounter at a 
time. Ernesto is the long-time leader 
of Square One’s Spanish ministry.

Confessions of a Not-So-Average Girl by Donna Lea Dyck
Told with honesty and hope, a Toronto pastor and author 
shares her own story of growing up with an alcoholic father. 
Includes a journal. For girls, ages 13-17.

About Ernesto Pinto

CHRISTMAS
GIFT IDEAS

Movement (CD) by Kaylyn Holmes
6 original songs, written and performed by Kaylyn 
Holmes, a former Beautiful Unique Girl (BUgirl) Intern, 
BUgirl team leader, and eventually BUgirl Ministry  
Coordinator.

WINNER IN 2020 AT
“THE WORD GUILD”

BOOK AWARDS!
from



Micah’s Super Vlog books
Written by Andy McGuire and Illustrated by Square One’s Girish Manuel, Micah and 
his friends launch out into a new format in this series of popular chapter books for 
kids ages 8 to 12. Young readers learn spiritual truths through humour and adventure 
in everyday situations.

From Micah’s Super Vlog

BUY ALL 4 BOOKS AND GET A 
FREE COLOURING TOTE BAG!

Micah’s Super Vlog: Inside and Out DVD
Approximately 54 minutes of cartoon fun 
with Micah and his friends. Includes the 

“Fruit of the Spirit” and the “Armor of God” 
series. For kids ages 6 to 10.

Micah’s Super Vlog fun bundle!
Neoprene lunch bag with an 

8½” x 6” zippered section. 
Pack a cool lunch or tote 

small toys. Comes with 
sticker sheets and  

a yo yo.

Hast Du Aul Jeläst?
(Have You Heard?) 
A full-colour collection of 
children’s fables featuring 
animals as main characters. 
Engaging for all ages.

Drawing on her experience as a nurse, Irene Marsch shares Scripture-based teaching 
so that God and the people He created are honoured. Low German; CD included.

Gott jeft mie daut Väarajcht eene 
Fru to sennen (God Gives Me the 
Privilege of Being a Woman)
Includes relational advice, first 
aid tips, and a pregnancy guide.

Mien Kjarpa, een Jeschenkj 
von Gott! (My Body, A Gift 
from God!)
A resource for parents and 
educators to teach about 
sexuality, reproduction and more.

Trua un Tronen (Tears and Grief)
A compassionate approach 
to grief that gives words to 
the pain and helps start the 
journey of healing.

From the pen of Irene Marsch


